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Seeking distribution partners!
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To find everything you need to distribute the guide to your

candidates, please head to www.techyourself.org.  We have social

media templates, email templates, easy-share handouts and images,

an easy-use digital spend persuasion calculator, and more!
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basic frameworks for how tech fits into campaigns

the difference between data, tools and analytics

how to calculate digital spend in four

areas (listbuilding, persuasion, mobilization and

GOTV)

what tech tools to use at five varying levels of

campaigns

standouts from 2016, including deep

canvassing, texting and relational organizing

how to organize your team around using tech

tools

how to get the best data and modify bad data

what to ask tech consultants and tool builders

basic cybersecurity

how to engage and message the new digital

generation

free resource and training programs guides at

the end

 

 

Topics Covered:

www.techyourself.org
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Our guide creators
are veteran experts
in the democratic

field.
 

They are dedicated
to liberating this

base of information
for the democratic

and progressive
side so that we can

win races.

Megan Clasen * Mario Piscatella * Callan Martinez *

Michael Kurtz * Deepak Puri * Haley Bash * Beth Becker *

Kevin Pujanowski  * Jake Braun * Dylan Cate * Genevieve

Thiers

 

Our team has direct, on-the-ground expertise from the JB

Pritzker Campaign Kamala Harris, Fritz Kaegi, and much more!   

They are experts in legal, digital media, cybersecurity, social

media, and much more. They run their own firms, are

campaign experts, and worked for over 8 months on the

strategy and content behind this guide.
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Distribution Partners:
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Persuasion Spend Calculator:

Brought to you by a subteam
of the Techyourself group,

and run by Megan Clasen, the
calculator uses an estimated
reach (the amount of people
that will see the advertising)

and an estimated average
CPM (cost per thousand

impressions) given the info
provided.
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Easy Share Materials:
 Our guide is LARGE, and we know it.

 

We have broken out the information inside it for easy-

sharing among your voter filer managers.    Our library

page on the Techyourself.org site includes:

 

12-sub guides that are bite-size versions of the info

within the longform guide, broken out by category

(cybersecurity, digital media, etc.)

five easy-share toolstack charts to refer to at all five

levels of campaign (bands 1-5)

A free resource guide

A training programs guide

 

We also have a sharing language library for easy sharing!

12-sub guides that are bite-size versions of the info

within the longform guide, broken out by category

(cybersecurity, digital media, etc.)

 

easy-share social media language and posts

easy share email language to email out

flyers to print and hand out at conference
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Thank you for your time today!
Contact us anytime at gen@newfounders.us

or info@newfounders.us.
 

We plan to update the guide with an
addendum every year.

 
In addition our creators have made an

online forum to stay "in the know" about the
latest and greatest tactic and tools.


